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Welcome to Slack







Here’s to the start of something great



Welcome! Did we say that already? We’re just truly delighted 
to have you is all.  

In this book, we’ll introduce you to Slack, your digital HQ, and 
show you how it makes work simpler, more productive and 
ideally more pleasant.



We’ll also share some basic tips that can help you hit the 
ground running as you venture into your first few channels.



There’s a whole lot more to Slack we simply can’t fit within 
these pages. So toward the end we’ll share more resources 
that will help you grow and become a bona fide Slack pro. 



You made it! 

We’re so  
glad you  
joined us.



An intro to Slack

First things 
first



There’s real work—what you need to get done—and then 
there’s the work of work—the extra effort it takes to 
accomplish those things. By minimizing that effort, Slack helps 
you do more of the real work, giving you more flexibility and 
space for your very real life.



It’s all part of our mission to make people’s working lives 
simpler, more pleasant and more productive. 



Simpler

In Slack, all your files, information, people and applications 
live in one digital space. That means less context switching, 
fewer distractions and greater focus.



More pleasant

Work conversations don’t have to be stuffy. In Slack, you  
can bring your full personality into your messages, making 
collaboration feel warmer and more human.



More productive

Above all, Slack is a powerful tool for doing that work stuff we 
mentioned. Let’s see that in action, shall we?

AN INTRO TO SLACK



Let’s get 
started
Slack fundamentals



SLACK FUNDAMENTALS

Slack 101 is in session



So what does working in Slack actually look like? 

Is it really worth learning how to use another tool?



Well, we certainly can’t claim to be unbiased, but we hope 
these pages will help you decide for yourself.



Here’s a brief overview of what Slack can do for you—

the features you’ll use most, and the best ways to use them.
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cat-food-trials

Matt Brewer 9:14 AM

Top Ten Cat Foods article is due tomorrow. Do we have all the stats?


Zoe Maxwell 9:33 AM

Almost. Just waiting on Fancy Cat numbers.

3 2

Acme Team APP 9:45 AM

Event starting in 15 minutes:

Regroup

Today from 10:00 AM to 10:30 AM

Zoe Maxwell 11:30 AM

Numbers are in!

Fancy Cat Stats
Last edited just now
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SLACK FUNDAMENTALS
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Compose button

Start a new message for a channel or an individual



Search

Search your entire workspace or filter your searches 
to specific channels, teammates or both



Help

Browse the Help Center, file a ticket and see the 
latest updates to the app



Main menu

Access preferences and settings, and invite new 
teammates to your workspace



Threads

View replies to threaded conversations you’re 
following 



Mentions & reactions

See your most recent @mentions, keywords and 
reactions to your messages



Custom sections

Organize your sidebar by sorting channels, direct 
messages and apps into collapsible sections



SLACK FUNDAMENTALS
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Channels

Collaborate in spaces open to your entire team



Private channels

Make an invite-only channel for private discussions



Direct messages

Talk 1:1 or in groups of up to nine people



Huddles

Start a quick audio/video call with the flip of a switch



Profile

Set your status, pause notifications or edit your 
profile



Channel details

Get an overview of what’s in a given channel



Reacji (emoji reactions)

React to a message with emoji to acknowledge 
you’ve seen it, show appreciation or add character



Attachments & shortcuts

Take quick actions to upload files, browse apps, set 
reminders and more



Experience communication in Slack



Work in Slack happens in channels. They are listed in your 
sidebar #like-this. 



Channels are organized spaces for everyone on your team and 
everything you need for work.



In channels, people send and reply to messages in real-time 
collaboration. Your discussions, files, decisions and ideas all 
live together. That’s the magic of Slack.


SLACK FUNDAMENTALS

#proj-cat-food-trials

    

#proj-cat-food-trials

Acme Inc 
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SLACK FUNDAMENTALS

Slack messages are more than just words. You can get 
someone’s attention with an @mention of their name, add 
some character with emoji     , include an attachment      
or a link      and more. 



You can also change how your messages look. Highlight 
text and select [B] to bold or [I] to italicize. Or, instead of 
typing, create a video       or audio     message by 
recording a clip.

Hey, try this! Give a colleague an @mention in one of  
your channels and share an emoji, link or clip (or all of  
the above).




 

        

@Sara Parras Fancy Cat numbers are in!        Favorite flavors are as follows:

1. Tantalizing Tuna 


2. Scrumptious Salmon

3. Winner Winner Chicken Dinner 

4. Turkey and Liver (will always deliver)

Full stats are in the !sheet

       



A message -> a thread -> collaboration

SLACK FUNDAMENTALS

This is the message from Zoe


These @mentions get Harry and Lisa’s attention


This is a document Harry attached to his message


These are emoji reactions from team members


These replies form an organized thread



You might notice this all flows like a conversation. That’s 
exactly the point!
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cat-food-trials

BZoe Maxwell 10:42 AM

Hey  and , how's the article layout going?@HarryBoone @LisaDawsonA
Harry Boone 11:01 AM

Just finished the design

Cat Food Article
Last edited just now

File type of attachment 
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2 replies Last reply 19 hours ago
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Zoe Maxwell 11:12 AM

Looks great!

Lisa Dawson 11:17 AM

The stuff I feed my cat didn't make the cut 
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Contain the conversation



You can also send direct messages, or DMs, to one person 
or a group of people. This is great for impromptu chats or 
more private discussions with someone like your manager. 
(For everything else, using public channels ensures that 
everyone can see the same information and stay up to date.)



Hey, try this! Click the Compose button, type in a 
coworker’s name and send them a DM to tell them they’re 
doing a great job.

SLACK FUNDAMENTALS
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New message

To:   matt

Matt Brewer


Matt Brewer, Sara Parras


Sara Parras, Matt Brewer, Lisa Dawson


Harry Boone, Matt Brewer

2

3

2

Start a new message



SLACK FUNDAMENTALS
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Talk it out, together



When you don’t need a formal meeting but could still benefit 
from talking through your questions or ideas, huddles are 
here for you.



Start a huddle to have a real-time audio conversation with 
someone in a DM or with an entire channel. Just flip the 
toggle and you’re there.



Finding what you need



Consider Slack a treasure chest of all your team’s 
conversations and knowledge. With the search feature you 
can easily sift through every channel and DM to locate 
information, documents and answers. You’re sure to find a 
few gems along the way!



Hey, try this! Type your favorite animal into the search bar 
and see what you find. 


SLACK FUNDAMENTALS

 cat Clear  









#cat-tricks

#cat-focus-groups


       Matt Brewer: Top Ten Cat Foods article is due tomorrow. Do we have all the stats?


cat   in:#pet-food-distributors 

Not the results you expected?  or Give feedback learn more



Making Slack 
your own
Build your way to work



Customize Slack to your liking



Sure, Slack is a different way to work. But it’s also a more 
flexible way to work, however you work best. 



In time, you’ll discover your own unique ways of using Slack. 
For now, here are some key features to help you hit the ground 
running without experiencing information overload. 



BUILD YOUR WAY TO WORK



Organize your space



Like a tidy conversation closet, you can sort everything in your 
Slack sidebar with custom sections.



To start, all your section needs is a name and an emoji. After that, 
simply drag and drop channels, direct messages and apps into 
your brand-new space, and then relax in the joy of knowing that 
everything is right where it ought to be.



Hey, try this! Create custom sections to organize projects and 
channels within your sidebar. Feel free to change these 
whenever the mood strikes!

BUILD YOUR WAY TO WORK



Add channels


Add teammates

Show

Sort

All


Alphabetically




Browse channels

Create a channel

Create new section

Edit sidebar



Get notified just enough



It’s nice to stay up to date. But you probably don’t need to 
know every single thing going on in every single channel. 



Adjust your Slack notifications—from their timing to their 
sound—to take control of how and when you get alerts, so 
you can focus on what’s most important. And when silence 
would be truly golden, simply pause notifications for as long 
as you need.



Hey, try this! Click your profile photo in the top right corner 
of Slack to reveal the menu. Pause your notifications for 30 
minutes and take a short walk. Come back refreshed!



BUILD YOUR WAY TO WORK

Sign out 

Downloads ⌘   J

Profile


Preferences ⌘,

Set yourself as away


Pause notifications 

Update your status

Zoe Maxwell
Active

Pause notifications...


  For 30 minutes


  For 1 hour


  Until tomorrow


  Custom...

Set a notification schedule



BUILD YOUR WAY TO WORK

Set a status 

For Acme Inc.

Focus time — 1 hour

Cat nap — 30 minutes 

Out sick — Today

 On PTO — Don’t clear

Caretaking — Today

Automatically updates

In a meeting — Based on your Google Calendar

SaveCancel

       Entranced by bird outside window

Say it with a status



In the era of flexible work, 9-to-5 is not always the norm. 
Updating your status in Slack lets your team know how or 
when they can reach you. 



With a status, you can make your workday work around you.



Remember anything easily



Ever need a snooze button for your to-do list? Try Slack 
reminders. Type “/remind me” in Slack to create a reminder 
from scratch, or click [...] on a message and ask to be 
reminded about that message later. When the time comes, 
Slackbot will offer you a gentle nudge.



Hey, try this! In any channel, open the shortcuts menu      in 
the message field. Search for “reminders,” and then set a 
reminder for yourself to drink some water in 30 minutes. 
Cheers (please remember to drink the water)!




BUILD YOUR WAY TO WORK

        

/remind me to drink some water in 30 minutes

       



What’s next?
A peek into your future 
with Slack



The possibilities are endless



Like we said before, this is just the beginning of everything 
you can do in Slack. As your very own digital HQ, you can 
make it work best for you. 





A PEEK INTO YOUR FUTURE WITH SLACK



Here are just a few of the things you might want to try once 
you’re ready to take the next steps

 Add your favorite apps to Slack—like Google Calendar, 
Saleforce, your company’s internal tools and more—so 
that everything you need is in one plac

 Create custom workflows to automate everyday tasks and 
give yourself part of the day bac

 Set up Slack Connect channels so you can work with 
external partners or vendors (without resorting to email)



For a truly one-of-a-kind way to work, you can even build your 
own custom apps in Slack.



When you’re ready to go deeper into all the different ways 
Slack enables a more productive, simpler and more delightful 
way of working, our online resources are waiting for you

Happy exploring!

 Slack Resources Librar
 Slack Help Center




A PEEK AT YOUR FUTURE WITH SLACK

https://slack.com/resources
https://slack.com/help
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